
H I E D R A

JOHAN TIMMERMANS - GUITAR 

PALOMA LÁZARO ARTEAGA - VOICE

Hiedra means ivy in Spanish  

Ivy that tangles, ancient ivy that sprouts in a 
forgotten corner, ivy of a patio, of grandmothers  

and summer.  

Ivy that climbs like music, strings and fingers, 
silence and voice.  

Ivy that travels through the centuries and takes 
root in our hands.  

This is music of ancestors.  



 

Hiedra is a duo formed by Spanish singer Paloma Lázaro Arteaga and Dutch 
guitarist Johan Timmermans.  

Together they reinvent and reinterpret traditional and folk music from 
Spain and Latin America, mixed with original compositions and with 

influences of Arabic, Middle Eastern and Flamenco music.  

Their audience will be taken on a musical journey through folk and 
dreamy sounds brought to them in an intimate and intense setting for voice 

and guitar.  



Paloma Lázaro Arteaga  
Is a Spanish singer and composer that uses her voice to reach a world beyond 

that is only available through music. 
She is studying jazz vocals at the Academy of Music and Performing arts in 

Tilburg, after years of studying classical voice, classical piano and free 
improvisation in Spain.  

She has developed a unique sound blending her Spanish roots and her jazz and 
classical skills together with her own poetry and physical expression. 

Johan Timmermans  
Is a Dutch self taught and, afterwards, classically trained all-round guitarist who 

focusses on bringing classical and popular world music to his audience. Only 
starting at age 18, he taught himself how to play a diverse repertoire before 

starting and finishing his conservatory education in Tilburg.  

He loves expressing himself in diverse live settings; from solo performances and 
ensemble formations to immersive theater experiences and playing bass in reggae 
bands; Johan is always looking for new adventures and collaborations to expand 

his artistic endevours. 



VIDEOS

HIEDRA-AMAPOLA 
https://youtu.be/Ip-Y9l0tXgQ 

HIEDRA-LOS HERMANOS 
https://youtu.be/sNxCNt9FPys 

HIEDRA-EL NIÑO CANIBAL 
https://youtu.be/19IP0wBg2xY

HIEDRA-ORACIÓN DEL REMANSO 
https://youtu.be/Bmb-Ljgb5cc

HIEDRA-LA COPLA QUE ESTÁ EN MI BOCA 
https://youtu.be/43ZUs9KqB-w

HIEDRA 
https://youtu.be/HzI15pd61FI 
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SOCIAL MEDIA

https://www.palomarteaga.com 
http://bit.ly/johanmusic 

https://www.instagram.com/hiedraduo/ 

https://www.instagram.com/palomalazaroarteaga/ 
https://www.instagram.com/johanopinsta/ 

https://open.spotify.com/artist/1dazO1HUcSFyeBzHNeFkuT?
si=4bVoGuk3TTmd3DED0IyQ9w 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCvvOCDPi1JbRczCQOCYi0ww  
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